
Report for Building Future Village’s Toilet and Bathroom 
 
Report prepared by Christie Lam, Dambar Adhikari 20th June 2007 

 
• Aims: To improve sanitation situation of Future Village Guest House and hopefully 

can attract more volunteers’ long stay in the village for teaching village kids 
English 

• Construction Completion time: end of May 2007 
• Major Funding Sources: Studer Trust, Kimme Hui and Sarah  
• Estimate Budget: Rs 89,600 (USD 1,280 based on previous exchange rate 70) 
• Actual Expense Amount: Rs 92,817 (USD 1,451 updated exchange rate 64) 

 
*Slightly over-budget is due to the lack of electricity and skill labour in the village, this 
resulted more working days and labour salary expense.  
 

Final Expense Record of Building Toilet and Bathroom 
Items Amount 

1. Wages for 105 working labour (daily salary Rs 250)  Rs 26,250 
2. Construction materials (such as cement and sand from the 
river) 

Rs 29,390 

3. Tiles and piles and water drum and wood Rs 21,220 
4. Food for workers  Rs 7,000 
5. Transport (construction materials)  Rs 8,958 

Total  Rs 92,817 
(HKD 11,319) 
(USD 1,451) 

 
Sharing (written by Christie Lam) 
I am deeply indebted to two pervious visitors Kimme Hui and Sarah, without their 
spiritual and materially support; we won’t able to build the toilet and bathroom. I will 
also extend my gratitude to the involvement of Trust Studer. Its effort on helping 
small-scale social project like Future Village gives us great encouragement.  
 
Finally, I must give my greatest thankfulness to Dambar Adhikari and his whole family. 
Without their helps, it is unlikely we can build a toilet and bathroom even though it looks 
so simple in the village environment. The hard work and difficulties involved in this 
construction work is hardly described in words (no electricity and no enough water) and 
imaged by the city people like myself. Working with those energetic and determined 
people, I feel hope is always existence, that’s why our project is named ‘Future Village’. 
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Updated Photos (provided by Dambar Adhikari) 
 

 
Photo 1:  It was really hard to build a toilet and bathroom. 

 

 
Photo 2 The outlook of toilet and bathroom 
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Photo 3 Inside the toilet, use tiles for easy maintenance 

 

 
Photo 4 A visitor helped to clean up the messy bathroom after the construction 
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Photo 5 Inside the bathroom 
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